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Keyless vulnerability sees more otherwise
secure new cars downrated

• Thatcham Research launches its second set of car security
ratings for 2019

• Four new cars found to be vulnerable to the Relay Attack and
awarded Poor ratings

• BMW 7 Series, BMW X7 and Porsche 911 awarded Superior
ratings

Thatcham Research, the independent automotive research centre, has today



released security ratings for seven new cars. Designed to help consumers
understand the theft risk of a car, the ratings are based on a series of security
tests encompassing physical and digital security.

As with the first consumer ratings released inMarch, many of the assessed
cars do not have any security measures in place to prevent criminal
exploitation of the keyless entry / start system.

Richard Billyeald, Chief Technical Officer, Thatcham Research comments,
“Theft claims[1] paid by insurers in the first quarter of this year were at their
highest for any quarter since 2012, with a payment made to a car crime
victim every eight minutes. These figures demonstrate why the automotive
industry must move to secure keyless entry / start systems, many of which
offer criminals the chance to quickly and silently circumvent otherwise robust
physical security.”

Of the seven new cars tested, four have keyless entry / start systems
susceptible to the Relay Attack and have therefore been rated Poor –
whether optional or standard.

Billyeald continues, “Were it not for the keyless entry / start vulnerability, all
the cars assessed would have earned a Good rating or better.”

Vehicle Rating without keyless entry / start
penalty

Rating with keyless entry /
start

BMW 7
Series

SUPERIOR SUPERIOR

BMW X7 SUPERIOR SUPERIOR

DS3
Crossback

GOOD POOR

Mazda 3 GOOD POOR

Porsche 911 SUPERIOR SUPERIOR

Toyota   RAV-
4

GOOD POOR

Volvo V60 SUPERIOR POOR

Known vulnerability, known fixes

https://news.thatcham.org/pressreleases/six-of-the-11-new-cars-launched-in-2019-rated-poor-for-security-2850271


The BMW 7 Series, BMW X7 and Porsche 911 all retained their Superior
ratings through the introduction of motion sensor enabled fobs. If the sensor
detects the fob hasn't moved for a short period, it idles and goes into sleep
mode. This effectively prevents criminals with Relay Attack kit from
extending the range of the communication between car and fob.

Billyeald comments, “BMW and Porsche have acted decisively to secure
vulnerable keyless entry / start systems. Fixes are not exclusive to premium
cars, there are fixes coming through on the big-sellers too, with Ford recently
announcing that it has introduced a new, more secure fob for its latest Fiesta
and Focus model ranges.

“We’re seeing solutions applied to some new cars, let’s see them applied to
all.”

Earlier this year the Audi e-tron, Jaguar XE, Land Rover Evoque, Mercedes B-
Class and Porsche Macan were also given Superior ratings, which can only be
achieved when a solution to the keyless entry / start vulnerability is in place.

Laurenz Gerger, Motor Policy Adviser at the Association of British Insurers,
said: “With car crime hitting new highs this year, a vehicle’s resistance to
innovative thieves should be front of mind for any consumer looking to buy a
keyless car. We hope that today’s results will encourage manufacturers and
consumers alike to take action to thwart the growing issue of keyless car
crime. Whilst progress has been positive, Thatcham Research’s ratings show
that, for many vehicles, there’s still a long way to go to reduce the £1.2
million that is currently paid out every day for all car thefts.”

Guidance for buyers

Keyless entry / start systems are frequently offered by carmakers as an
additional cost option but can also be standard-fit. The BMW 7 Series and
BMW X7 come with the system as standard, while it is an option with the
remaining cars assessed.

New car buyers should ask the right questions in the dealership, Billyeald
suggests. “Keyless entry / start systems are often optional or included with
trim levels, so buyers need to understand that they could raise the theft risk
profile of their new car by ticking that box. Buyers that do want it, and many



do as it’s a good convenience function, should ask their dealer if a fix has
been introduced.

“Owners can also protect their fob with a Faraday shielding pouch. While
some fobs can be turned off overnight – the Mazda 3’s fob has this function
for example. However, solutions which rely on active participation from the
driver are not included in the rating.”

For more information on the rated cars and keyless entry / start, please visit:
https://www.thatcham.org/what-we-do/security/consumer-rating/

--ENDS--

[1] Stats from ABI quarterly motor insurance claims report May 2019

Thatcham Research is the independent voice of automotive safety, security &
repair, advising motorists, insurers and vehicle manufacturers to help reduce
accident frequency, severity and costs and to realise the vision of ‘Safer cars,
fewer crashes’, while driving standards in vehicle security.

As well as its world leading crash and track research, Thatcham Research
develops repair methods amongst a number of other products and services
within the collision repair industry for insurers, motor manufacturers,
equipment manufacturers and suppliers.

In addition, Thatcham Research has administered the Association of British
Insurer’s (ABI) Group Rating system for the past 50 years. Group Rating is an
advisory system intended to provide insurers with the relative risk of private
cars and light commercial vehicles.

A founder member of the international Research Council for Automobile
Repairs (RCAR), Thatcham Research has also been a member of the European
New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) since 2004.

https://www.thatcham.org/what-we-do/security/consumer-rating/
https://www.abi.org.uk/news/news-articles/2019/05/gone-in-20-seconds-payouts-every-8-minutes--car-crime-continues-to-rise-in-2019/
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